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What is a Dashboard?

A dashboard is a tool that visualizes key performance 

indicators (KPIs) and underlying records, like Call Detail 

Records (CDRs) to understand, monitor, and improve a process 

or service. A dashboard is linked to data sources for real-time 

updates, and displays information in the form of charts, 

gauges, and tables.

“Analytics is the discovery, interpretation, and communication 

of meaningful patterns in data. Especially valuable in areas rich 

with recorded information, analytics relies on the simultaneous 

application of statistics, computer programming and 

operations research to quantify performance. Analytics often 

favors data visualization to communicate insight.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Call_detail_record
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AnyConnect Console

Console is AnyConnect’s cloud-based tool for managing your 

connected camera deployments. Console provides a real-time 

view of KPIs and CDRs, including camera activity, health, 

exception reporting and much more.

Console is used to manage the entire camera life cycle – from 

creating keys that enable cameras to use AnyConnect cloud 

services to managing deployments and supporting cameras 

and end users.
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Dashboard Challenges

A dashboard must support deployments of hundreds of thousands of cameras and millions of CDRs, originating from different geo graphic regions 

worldwide. This presents many challenges to a dashboard with real -time updates, including.

Cross-region support Real-time updates
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Data protection and privacy Scale
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Benefits of AnyConnect Console

AnyConnect Console delivers:

Total visibility of your 

deployments, including 

cameras, mobile apps, and 

users.
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Support cameras and end 
users by drilling down from 
real-time KPIs to historical 

CDRs.

Slice and dice, including by 
location, service region, 

and, time.

Data protection and privacy 
compliance, including 

GDPR and other 
regulations.
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Web and mobile versions. 
Available at the office or on 

the go.

Ensure a 5-star rating from 
your customers and 

reviewers.



Ready to get started? Contact us

Get started with AnyConnect.

Talk to an expert

https://anyconnect.com/contact-us/

